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The JoS is too many decades ahead of its time.

Now, PewDiePie is White. Unfortunately, his GF looks like a little off. However, in
PewDiePie's confused mind, well, there is a White foundation. PewDiePie is
Swedish, and the race of the jews to destroy the Swedes is because they have
much Nordic Blood.

From the actual alien races that came here and ruled the world, and also
founded the primordial 'religion' we have named today as "Spiritual Satanist".
And who have created our species to begin with.

Many people think our theories are too outlandish for now. For their stupid, jewish
manufactured "Reality" that is. Which accepts the earth is flat, but somehow,
can't comprehend the jews came from outer space wanting to dominate a hostile
planet. And that this planet is going through the process of racial cleansing first
(Removing leftovers from other Aliens who can top the jewish race) so the jews
can easily rule what remains. Even when they admit it as Rabbis admit all the
time, such as top Rabbi Schneerson. That their race is an ALIEN RACE from
another galaxy running an undercover mission on earth.

However, don't you worry. Time will tell anything.

Many people also think some statements such as races on the planet coming
from Alien species, and the whole nine yards, is some sort of joke. When Hitler
said he would be chancellor, people were laughing. It always starts with 'laughs'
for any of these brainwashed people. They like to dwell in the illusion of being
'superior' in that sense.

The jews were laughing for centuries that the "Goyim" would never wake up to
their alien and filthy schemes. And that they had won the war many centuries
ago. They were laughing at the prospect that Satan would be understood in a
day to be who he was, because well, they thought they were so successful in
their slander.

The Age of Aquarius, no matter how much the jews try to lie, shill, and hide the

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=4271#p4271


Truth, it will gradually come out.

They are now being injected into the mass populace through humor. Many
people would laugh if we stated that Zuckerberg, a clear blooded jew from the
Cohanim Bloodline, actually has reptilian blood. And many people say our
theories are too sci-fi.

Many people also think it's normal that this alien looking fellow is amassing the
whole planet's data. To create programs to run the planet with. That is Normal
and Evolution, and we must tolerate it. The fact that 3 billion mugs are in jewbook
and under this reptile's thumb. Is normal and human. What the JoS says is
outlandish and abnormal and we must not tolerate it, oy vey. Because muh
constrained mind.

Well, let the future decide on that. The JoS is just a hundred years ahead of this
world, and for this reason, we are savagely misunderstood, mistranslated, and of
course, taken in the wrong way. We have no problem with this. Long after time
and probably sooner than later than most people think, we are being proven
right. Every day, little by little.

When everyone will see that what we stated was a fact, everyone will be running
to join us and beg, but it will be too late by now.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ew9oewvyd0M
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